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GST Cess Increase will Hit Legal Cigarette Industry, 
Indian Tobacco Farmers & Govt. Revenue

Reacting to the steep increase in the Compensation However, TII has contended that the impact of the 

Cess Rates on Cigarettes announced by the GST increase in the Compensa t ion  Cess  i s  
th significantly higher than the estimated reduction Council on 17  July 2017, The Tobacco Institute of 

India (TII) has stated that the increase will put severe in tax incidence on cigarettes under the new tax 

pressure on the Legal Cigarette Industry, adversely regime. Thus, the incidence of tax as per the revised 

impacting Indian Tobacco Farmers & Revenue levy on cigarettes is not in keeping with the 

Collection and will increase smuggling and illicit fundamental GST principle of Revenue Neutrality, 
thcigarette trade in the country. TII said in the Media Release issued on 18  July 

2017.
The Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a significant 

tax reform that has overhauled India’s indirect The additional tax burden caused by the increase in 
taxation system unifying the country’s economy the Compensation Cess rates will exacerbate the 
into a single market and has been conceptualized as pressure on the entire legal cigarette value chain in 
a simple and Revenue Neutral tax. the country which is already reeling under a huge tax 

burden on account of the continuous increase in 
GST has replaced more than a dozen Central and 

taxes on cigarettes. In fact, the legal cigarette 
State levies like excise duty, service tax and local 

industry volumes have shrunk by more than 25% 
sales tax or VAT etc.

since 2012-13.
thAt its meeting on 17  July 2017, the GST Council 

The escalation in cigarette taxation will lead to a 
had effected a sharp increase in the compensation 

further increase in the already huge arbitrage cess rate on various segments of Cigarettes ranging 
opportunity and provide an enormous incentive from Rs.485 to Rs.792 per thousand cigarettes. 
to smuggling syndicates who often fund terror Under the “Others” category segment, a 31% 
groups. Contraband trade undermines domestic increase in the ad valorem component of the cess has 
farmer income, the legal cigarette industry, been levied.
Government’s revenue collections and national 

According to the Government Press Release, the security.
Council has increased the Cess rates to correct an 

The Institute, therefore, called on GST Council to apparent anomaly in cigarette taxation under the 

review the increase in cess on cigarettes and roll new tax regime announced earlier, on account of the 

removal of the cascading effect of Excise Duty it back to the Revenue Neutral level consistent 

which existed in the pre GST system. with the Government’s stated objectives.
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